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Architectural Briefs – National
Triumph Omkareshwar by Triumph Ventures, a residential project in Rajendra Nagar, Mumbai AndheriDahisar to be delivered by December 2024:
Located in Rajendra Nagar, Triumph
Omkareshwar is one of the popular underconstruction projects by Triumph Ventures
offering low-cost apartments. It is one of the
most affordable residential projects in
Mumbai Andheri-Dahisar. The Triumph
Omkareshwar Rajendra Nagar project is RERA
registered and scheduled for possession in
December 2024. The total project area is 0.4
acres, which includes 1 towers, 21 floors and
246 units of apartment with 10% of Open
Area. This property provides 2 BHK

apartments. The size of the Apartment
ranges in between 444.98 - 544.98 sq.ft. with
prices ranging from Rs.1.5 Cr. Triumph
Omkareshwar offers highly affordable yet
beautiful living with almost all the basic
amenities. Located in Andheri-Dahisar,
Triumph Omkareshwar Mumbai provides a
stunning home with a comprehensive list of
amenities and facilities. This incorporates a
little theater, patio garden, and simple
admittance to gazebo.

SPR Highliving, a residential project in Perambur, Chennai North, to be delivered by Dec 2024:
Chennai has a thriving real estate market,
thanks to its engineering and manufacturing
firms, IT/ITES industries, and port-centric
industries. This optimism is supported by a
variety of factors. SPR Group is coming up
with its new residential project, SPR
Highliving, located in Chennai. The RERA
registered residential project is expected to
be delivered in Dec 2024. The developer has
used a total of 63 acres of land to construct
three residential towers. The residential

project will have 674 housing units. The
builder has given three options to its buyers
i.e., 2BHK, 3BHK, and 4BHK and the carpet
area for 2BHK will be 1,335 - 1,404 sq. ft., for
3BHK will be 1,952 - 2,687 sq. ft., and for 4BHK
will be 2,500 - 3,715 sq. ft. The price for the
apartments will start from ₹90 Lac and will go
up to ₹1.70 Cr. The builder is providing some
amenities to its buyers like gymnasium, lift,
badminton court, basketball court, golf
course, jogging track, swimming pool, etc.

Purva Clermont, a residential project in Chembur, Mumbai Harbour to be delivered by November 2026:
Purava Clermont is the epitome of luxury
living created by Purvankara, offering
luxurious and exclusive residences on the
Mumbai Harbour waterfront. The Purva
Clermont Chembur redefines the definition of
comfort living by providing stylish apartments
in a luxury building. This is a new project. The
project is RERA registered and scheduled for
possession in November 2026. The total
project area is 2.25 acres, which includes 5
towers, 18 floors and 312 units of apartment.
This property provides 2 BHK, 3 BHK, and 4

BHK apartments. The size of the Apartment
ranges in between 533 - 690 sq. ft. to 1,354
sq. ft. with prices ranging from Rs.1 Cr to
Rs.4.85 Cr. A stunning apartment at Purva
Clermont Mumbai Harbour is an exceptional
opportunity to own a home that offers all
kinds of amenities and facilities. This
incorporates a pool, relax, and simple
admittance to reflexology park. It additionally
has a fairway, a restrictive contribution just
for Purva Clermont occupants.

Isha Santhosham, a residential project in Perungalathur, Chennai South, to be delivered by Mar 2026:
The real estate market in Chennai is
improving, thanks to pricing adjustments,
smaller unit sizes, expanding infrastructure,
and an increasing number of job openings.
Isha Homes India is coming up with its new
residential project, Isha Homes India, located
in Chennai. The housing project is expected
to be delivered in Mar 2026. The developer
has used a total of 1.26 acres of land to
construct three residential towers. The
residential project will have 143 housing
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units. The builder has given two options to its
buyers i.e., 2BHK and 3BHK and the carpet
area for 2BHK will be 566 - 738 sq. ft., and for
3BHK will be 852 - 930 sq. ft. The Purva
Clermont has a brilliant blend of solace and
accommodation to suit each necessity as well
as need. The builder is providing some
amenities to its buyers like gymnasium, lift,
badminton court, basketball court, golf
course, jogging track, swimming pool, etc.
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Architectural Briefs - National
Tribhuja, a residential project in Kollur, Hyderabad, to be delivered by Jan 2024:
The real estate market in Hyderabad is
expanding as a result of several infrastructure
improvements in the city. Tribhuja Kollur
Team is coming up with its new residential
project, Tribhuja, located in Kollur,
Hyderabad. The project is expected to be
completed in Jan 2024, according to the
company's beliefs. The developer has used a
total of 10.75 acres of land to construct eight
residential towers. The residential project

will have 1378 housing units. The builder has
given two options to its buyers i.e., 2BHK and
3BHK and the carpet area for 2BHK will be
1,320 sq. ft., and for 3BHK will be 1,654 3,058 sq. ft. The price for the apartments will
start from ₹47 Lac and will go up to ₹62 Lac.
The builder is providing some amenities to its
buyers like swimming pool, reading lounge,
cricket pitch, skating rink, and many more.

Eminence 96, a residential project in Thaltej, Ahmedabad West to be delivered by March 2024:
The real estate market of Chandigarh is on an
upward trend. Sushma Buildtech Builders is
coming up with its new residential project,
Sushma Chandigarh Grande, located in
Chandigarh. The project is expected to be
completed in July 2022, according to the
company's judgments. The developer has
used a total of 9.13 acres of land to construct
nine residential towers. The residential
project will have 552 housing units. The

builder has given two options to its buyers i.e.,
3BHK and 4BHK and the carpet area for 3BHK
will be 1,475 - 2,085 sq. ft., and for 4BHK will
be 2,250 - 2,350 sq. ft. The price for the
apartments will start from ₹75 Lac and will go
up to ₹1.10 Cr. The builder is providing some
amenities to its buyers like gymnasium, lift,
badminton court, basketball court, and many
more.

Gem Vivendas, residential development in Hyderabad, to be completed by April 2022:
“Gem Vivendas,” a Telangana-based real
estate construction and development
company, is launching a residential project in
Kokapet, Hyderabad. Gem's residential
project is called "Gem Nakshathra." The
project is expected to be completed in April
2022, according to the company's estimates.
The total land area for the residential project
development is 2.1 acres, with 244 housing
units. Buyers would have a variety of housing
options, including 2BHK apartments with

carpet areas ranging from 1,290 sq. ft. to
1,820 sq. ft. and 3BHK apartments with
carpet areas ranging from 1,485 sq. ft. to
1,820 sq. ft. The price of housing units at
Gem Nakshathra will begin at 67 lakhs and
will rise to 96.4 lakhs. Residents of the
society complex would have access to
amenities such as a swimming pool,
laundry, aerobics centre, skating rink, and
many more.

Unika, a residential project in Hadapsar, Pune to be delivered by October 2025:
The Unika project by Lohia Jain Promoters
and Malpani Properties is located in
Hadapsar, Pune. The undertaking offers
Apartment
with
ideal
blend
of
contemporary design and elements to give
open to living. The project is RERA
registered and scheduled for possession in
October 2025. The total project area is 3.94
acres, which includes 4 towers, 13 floors
and 156 units of apartment with 15% of

open space. This property provides 2 BHK and
3 BHK apartments. The size of the Apartment
ranges in between 795 sq. ft. to 1067 sq. ft.
with price ranging from Rs.80 Lakhs to 1.10
Cr. Unika Pune presents a restrictive chance
to possess a staggering home that offers a
wide range of conveniences and offices. This
incorporates a pool, gazebo, and simple
admittance to grass tennis cour

Artique Uptown Skylla, a residential project in Zirakpur, Chandigarh, to be delivered by Aug 2023:
The real estate market of Chandigarh confers
signs of improvement with rising needs from
buyers and supply from developers. Artique
Infra is coming up with its new residential
project that is Artique Uptown Skylla, located
in Zirakpur, Chandigarh. This RERAregistered, under-construction project is
expected to be completed by Aug 2023. The
developer has used a total of 5.84 acres of
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land to construct nine residential towers.
The residential project will have 353 housing
units. The builder has given three options to
its buyers i.e., 2BHK, 3BHK and 4BHK, and
the carpet area for 2BHK will be 1,120 1,195 sq. ft., for 3BHK will be 1,366 - 2,015
sq. ft., and for 4BHK will be 2,430 - 2,455 sq.
ft. The price for the apartments will start.
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Architectural Briefs – National
Aura Gazania, a residential project in Zirakpur, Chandigarh, to be delivered by May 2024:
The real estate market in Chandigarh is
improving as a result of several infrastructure
improvements. The presence of numerous
businesses has a positive impact on the labour
market, resulting in increased housing
demand. These requirements are met by wellknown city developers. Aura Buildtech is
coming up with its new residential project,
Aura Gazania, located in Zirakpur, Chandigarh.
According to the company, this RERAregistered, under-construction project is

expected to be completed by May 2024. The
developer has used a total of 2.22 acres of
land to construct five residential towers. The
residential project will have 140 housing
units. The builder has given one option to its
buyers i.e., 3BHK, and the carpet area for
3BHK will be 902.67 - 1,234.34 sq. ft. The
price for the apartments will start from ₹60
Lac and so on. The builder is providing some
amenities to its buyers like swimming pool,
skating rink, banquet hall, etc.

Gangotree Prabhakar Smruti, a residential project in Kothrud, Pune to be delivered by December 2024:
Prabhakar Smruti is a residential project of
Gangotree Greenbuild. Situated amidst Pune,
it is worked across a wide region. The project
is RERA registered and scheduled for
possession in December 2024. The total
project area is 0.174951 acres, which includes
1 tower, 6 floors and 18 units of apartment.
This property provides 2 BHK and 3 BHK
apartments. The size of the Apartment ranges
in between 694 - 900 sq. ft. to 1,324 - 1,724
sq. ft. with price ranging from Rs.1.30 Cr to
2.20 Cr. Gangotree Prabhakar Smruti Pune

presents a selective chance to possess a
staggering home that offers a wide range of
conveniences and offices. This incorporates a
cctv camera security, downpour water
reaping, and simple admittance to day in and
day out water supply. It additionally has a
scene garden, a selective contribution just for
Gangotree Prabhakar Smruti occupants.
Gangotree Prabhakar Smruti has a fantastic
mix of solace and accommodation to suit each
prerequisite as well as need

Turquoise Blu, a residential project in Shela, Ahmedabad West, to be delivered by Jun 2024:
The Ahmedabad West real estate market is
improving, with rising buyer demand and
developer supply. Ahmedabad West's real
estate market has benefited from improved
physical infrastructure that better connects
the city's micro-markets. Ratna Group
Ahmedabad is coming up with its new
residential project, Turquoise Blu, located in
Shela, Ahmedabad West. According to the
company, this RERA-registered, underconstruction project is expected to be

completed by June 2024. The developer has
used a total of 1.106 acres of land to
construct four residential towers. The
residential project will have 228 housing
units. The builder has given one option to its
buyers i.e., 3BHK, and the carpet area for
3BHK will be 901 sq. ft. The price for the
apartments will start from ₹52 Lac and so
on. The builder is providing some amenities
to its buyers like gymnasium, lift, basketball
court and many more.

Green Lotus Utsav by Maya Estate, a residential project in Zirakpur, Chandigarh to be delivered by
December 2023:
The Green Lotus Utsav residential project in
Zirakpur, Chandigarh was built by Maya
Estate. The task offers Apartment with ideal
mix of contemporary engineering and
elements to give open to living. This is a RERA
registered project and scheduled for
possession in December 2023. The total
project area is 12.25 acres, which includes 13
tower, 13 floors and 616 units of apartment.
This property provides 3 BHK, 4 BHK, and 5
BHK apartments. The size of the Apartment
ranges in between 2,100 - 2,525 sq. ft. to
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3,130 - 5,750 sq. ft. with price ranging from
Rs.1.25 Cr to 2.30 Cr. Green Lotus Utsav
Chandigarh presents a selective chance to
claim a dazzling home that offers a wide
range of conveniences and offices. This
incorporates a facility, attendant service, and
simple admittance to pool. It likewise has a
fairway, a selective contribution just for
Green Lotus Utsav occupants. Green Lotus
Utsav has a magnificent blend of solace and
comfort to suit each prerequisite as well as
need to serve the masses.
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Architectural Briefs - National
Silverglades Hightown Residences, a residential project in Sushant Lok Phase - 1, Gurgaon to be delivered by July
2024:
A residential project by Silverglades in
Sushant Lok Phase - 1, Gurgaon is Hightown
Residences by Silverglades. Apartments are
designed with the perfect combination of
modern architecture and features to provide
a comfortable living environment. The project
is RERA registered and scheduled for
possession in July 2024. The total project area
is 4.85 acres, which includes 3 towers, 22
floors and 260 units of apartment. This
property provides 3 BHK, and 4 BHK
apartments. The size of the Apartment ranges
in between 1,195 - 1,447 sq. ft. to 1980 sq. ft.

with price ranging from Rs.3.0 Cr to 5.20 Cr.
Silverglades Hightown Residences Gurgaon
presents a selective chance to possess a
dazzling home that offers a wide range of
conveniences and offices. This incorporates a
little theater, vehicle wash region, and simple
admittance to pool. It likewise has a venue
home, an elite contribution just for
Silverglades Hightown Residences occupants.
Silverglades Hightown Residences has a great
blend of solace and accommodation to suit
each necessity as well as need.

Safal Riviera Springs, a residential project in Shela, Ahmedabad West, to be delivered by Dec 2026:
The real estate market in Ahmedabad West is
developing, with rising buyer demand and
developer supply. Safal Goyal Realty is
coming up with its new residential project,
Safal Riviera Springs, located in Shela,
Ahmedabad West. This RERA-registered
residential project is currently under
construction and will be completed in Dec
2026. The developer has used a total of 3.18
acres of land to construct four residential
towers. The residential project will have 320

housing units. The builder has given three
options to its buyers i.e., 3BHK, 4BHK & 5BHK
and the carpet area for 3BHK will be 1,410.18
- 1,528 sq. ft., for 4BHK will be 1,694.35 2,606 sq. ft. and for 5BHK will be 2,586.89 2,988 sq. ft. The price for the apartments will
start from ₹1.01 Cr. and will go up to ₹2.04
Cr. The builder is providing some amenities to
its buyers like gymnasium, lift, basketball
court, swimming pool, car parking, etc.

Palacio Glenwood Gardens, a residential project in Goa Velha, North Goa, to be delivered by May 2022:
North Goa's real estate market is trending
up, with rising buyer demand and developer
supply. Palacio is coming up with its new
residential project, Palacio Glenwood
Gardens, located in Goa Velha. This RERAregistered residential project is currently
under construction and will be completed in
May 2022. The developer has used a total of
10 acres of land to construct 7 residential
towers. The residential project will have 112

housing units. The builder has given three
options to its buyers i.e., 1BHK, 2BHK & 3BHK
and the carpet area for 1BHK will be 624.31
sq. ft., for 2BHK will be 947.22 sq. ft. and for
3BHK will be 1,216.32 - 2,206.6 sq. ft. The
price for the apartments will start from ₹35
Lac and will go up to ₹80 Lac. The builder is
providing some amenities to its buyers like
gymnasium, lift, swimming pool, car parking,
etc.

Hermitage Centralis, a residential project in Zirakpur, Chandigarh, to be delivered by Nov 2023:
The existence of a lot of enterprises has a
favourable impact on the job market,
resulting in increased housing demand in
Chandigarh. These needs are met by wellknown developers in the city. Hermitage Infra
Developers is coming up with its new
residential project, Hermitage Centralis,
located in Chandigarh. This RERA-registered
residential project is currently under
construction and will be completed in Nov
2023. The developer has used a total of 7.18
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acres of land to construct 15 residential
towers. The residential project will have 452
housing units. The builder has given two
options to its buyers i.e., 3BHK & 4BHK and
the carpet area for 3BHK will be 1,450 - 2,025
sq. ft. and for 4BHK will be 3,400 - 3,550 sq.
ft. The price for the apartments will start from
₹60 Lac and will go up to ₹1.30 Cr. The builder
is providing some amenities to its buyers like
gymnasium, lift, badminton court, basketball
court, etc.
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Architectural Briefs - National
Proxima Residences, a residential project in Marol, Mumbai Andheri-Dahisar to be delivered by Dec, 2022:
The NDW Group's Proxima Residences is
one of the well-known under-construction
projects in Marol that provides low-budget
apartments. This is a RERA enlisted project
and scheduled for possession in December
2022. The total project area is 3.94 acres,
which includes 7 towers, 16 floors and 294
units of apartment with 25% of Open Area.
This property provides only 1 BHK, 2 BHK
and 3 BHK apartments. The size of the
Apartment ranges in between 440.35 sq. ft.
to 1,136 - 1,464 sq. ft. with price ranging

from Rs.1.20 cr. to 2.98 cr. Proxima
Residences
Mumbai
Andheri-Dahisar
presents an elite chance to possess a
shocking home that offers a wide range of
conveniences and offices. This incorporates a
pool, high impact exercise focus, and simple
admittance to creche/day care. It additionally
has a squash court, a restrictive contribution
just for Proxima Residences inhabitants.
Proxima Residences has a superb blend of
solace and accommodation to suit each
prerequisite as well as need.

SBP Housing Park, a residential project in Dera Bassi, Chandigarh, to be delivered by Aug 2023:
Chandigarh's real estate market is on the
upswing, fueled by both residential and
commercial real estate demand. Singla
Builders and Promoters Mohali is coming up
with its new residential project, SBP Housing
Park, located in Chandigarh. This RERAregistered residential project is currently
under development and will be completed in
Aug 2023. The developer has used a total of
15.6 acres of land to construct seven
residential towers. The residential project will
have 1262 housing units. The builder has

given three options to its buyers 1BHK, 2BHK
& 3BHK and the carpet area for 1BHK will be
528 - 770 sq. ft., for 2BHK will be 965 - 1,370
sq. ft., and for 3BHK will be 1,400 - 1,550 sq.
ft. The price for the apartments will start from
₹20 Lac and will go up to ₹45 Lac. The builder
is providing some amenities to its buyers like
gymnasium, lift, badminton court, basketball
court, jogging track, lawn tennis court,
swimming pool, etc.

ATS Marigold, a residential project in Sector-89 A, Gurgaon to be delivered by Aug 2023
Project ATS Marigold by ATS Group is a
residential project in Sector-89 A, Gurgaon.
The project offers apartments that have a
combination of contemporary architecture
and features to provide a comfortable living
environment. This is a RERA enlisted project
and scheduled for possession in August 2023.
The total project area is 11.12 acres, which
includes 6 towers, 22 floors and 428 units of
apartment with 65% of Open Area. This
property provides only 3 BHK apartments.
The size of the Apartment ranges in between

1,750 - 2,650 sq. ft. with price ranging from
Rs.1.55 Cr. ATS Marigold Gurgaon presents a
selective chance to claim a shocking home
that offers a wide range of conveniences and
offices. This incorporates a pool, reflexology
park, and simple admittance to crush court. It
additionally has a retail outlet, an elite
contribution just for ATS Marigold occupants.
ATS Marigold has a great blend of solace and
accommodation to suit each prerequisite as
well as need.

Puraniks City Reserva, a residential project in Mumbai Thane, to be delivered by Dec 2022 :
The real estate market in Mumbai can be
attributed to a variety of things: economic
growth, population expansion, rising buyer
affordability, improved regulations, and so on
are some of the primary variables influencing
the city's real estate market. Puraniks
Builders is coming up with its new residential
project, Puraniks City Reserva, located in
Mumbai Thane. The completion date for this
RERA-registered residential project is Dec
2022. The developer has used a total of 10
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acres of land to construct Five residential
towers. The residential project will have 1400
housing units. The builder has given two
options to its buyers 1BHK & 2BHK and the
carpet area for 1BHK will be 40.34 - 477 sq.
ft., and for 2BHK will be 56.97 - 718 sq. ft. The
price for the apartments will start from ₹55
Lac and will go up to ₹80 Lac. The builder is
providing some amenities to its buyers like a
basketball court, jogging track, swimming
pool, skating rink, etc.
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Architectural Briefs - National
Kumar Prospera, a residential project in Hennur Road, Bangalore North to be delivered by June 2025:
A residential project by Kumar Properties in
Hennur Road, Bangalore North is Kumar
Prospera. Kumar Prospera' gives skyscraper
homes top tier conveniences at an ideal place
in Bengaluru. While an incredible area on
Hennur Main Road carries added benefit to
'Kumar Prospera', it additionally comes
packed with the solaces that your way of life
merits. The project is RERA registered and
scheduled for possession in June 2025. The
total project area is 2.14 acres, which includes
2 towers, 25 floors and 229 units of apartment
with 86% of Open Area. This property

provides 2 BHK and 3 BHK apartments. The
size of the Apartment ranges in between 698
- 783 sq. ft. to 930 - 1,186 sq. ft. with price
ranging from Rs.85 Lakhs to 1.15 Cr. Kumar
Prospera Bangalore North presents a selective
chance to claim a dazzling home that offers a
wide range of conveniences and offices. This
incorporates a pool, tremor safe, and simple
admittance to entrance hall. It additionally
has a sewage treatment plant, an elite
contribution just for Kumar Prospera
occupants..

Appaswamy Navasuja, a residential project in Mylapore, Chennai South to be delivered by December
2023:
Appaswamy Navasuja is a residential
development in Mylapore. The undertaking is
worked by Appaswamy Real Estates. They
give capably planned lofts all necessities. This
is a RERA registered project and scheduled
for possession in Dec 2023. The total project
area is 0.82 acres, 15 floors and 59 units of
apartment. This property provides only 3 BHK
and 4 BHK apartments. The size of the
Apartment ranges in between 2,020 - 2,096
sq. ft. to 2,615 sq. ft. with price starting from

Rs.3.60 Cr. Appaswamy Navasuja Chennai
South presents a restrictive chance to possess
a dazzling home that offers a wide range of
conveniences and offices. This incorporates a
smaller than normal theater, pool, and simple
admittance to sun-based lighting. It
additionally has funneled gas, a selective
contribution just for Appaswamy Navasuja
occupants. Appaswamy Navasuja has a
phenomenal mix of solace and comfort to suit
each necessity as well as need.

Aparna Serenity, a Residential project in Kompally, estimated to be delivered by June 2024 :
Residential Project, Aparna Serenity homes
are located near Suchitra Junction in
Kompally, Hyderabad. It's a private
residential gated neighbourhood located
close to St. Ann's School. The project has
22.44 acres of land and offers 2, 3 and 4 BHK
homes with sizes ranging from 1280 to 2730
square feet. The builder makes certain that
the residents have enough open space and
greenery. The neighbourhood features a
variety of top-notch amenities, including

pools, spas, outdoor cafeterias, preview
theatres, manicured terraces, outdoor
courts, and a commercial space with ATMs,
pharmacies, and other basics. Aparna
Serenity, surrounded by lush nature and
conveniently placed near all essentials and
luxuries, provides you with all you need to
live a serene and comfortable existence.
Apartments are available in the following
configurations:

GHR Infra coming up with a residential project ‘Titania’, to be delivered by December 2023:
GHR Infra plans to develop a residential
complex named as 'Titania' at Kondapur in
Rengareddy district of Telangana. The project
worth Rs. 120 crores and it will be spread
over 4.81 acre of land, that comprise four
towers of two basement+two podiums+10
floors with 480 residential flats with the
amenities block of two basement+G+six
floors, including all modern amenities. In
Kondapur, Hyderabad, the property offers 3
BHK homes. The super built-up area of these
flats will range from 1686.0 sq. ft. to 2509.0
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sq. ft., with prices ranging from Rs. 1.06
crore to Rs. 1.58 crore. It is a four-tower
development that includes a landscape
garden, squash court, banquet hall,
creche/day care, and multipurpose hall. In
addition, the property provides power and
water 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
There are also lifts and an intercom system
accessible. By December 2023, the project is
expected to be completed. GHR Titania is a
new way of life.
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Architect’s Profile
About
Lipika Sud
Lipika Sud is one of India's leading Interior Designers practicing from Delhi NCR. Known
internationally for her unique design sensibilities, her passion for design reflects in the way
translates it in each and every project, be it Residential, Corporate or a Hotel. Her work spreads
across residences, farmhouses and corporate offices and showrooms. She closely works on
projects like hotels, hospitals and institutions which require interior designing. Her firm also
offers services integration and project management for such projects.
A Design Thinking expert, she is known for her creative imagination, and has designed
several prestigious projects in India and abroad.
Lipika, an alumnus of Sri Ram College of Commerce, and a post graduate from the Indian
Institute of Mass Communication, also holds a degree in Law from The Law faculty, Delhi
University. However, her passion for Design has made her practice Interior Design since
1989 when she opened her own Design company.
She is a Design Strategist and a Trend Analyst and the Founder Director of Lipika Sud
Interiors Pvt. Ltd. Her firm offers interior and furniture designing and styling services and
consultancy services with turnkey design solutions.
She also runs Art n Aura - an Art services company. Her popular campaign "Proud to be
Indian by Lipika Sud" provides Design Intervention to Indian craftsmen and creates Market
Linkages for them thereby keeping the rich Indian Cultural Heritage alive. Currently the
President of the Guild of Designers & Artists, she is also the International Executive Council
Member of SAARC Chamber Women Entreprenuers Council (SCWEC). She has been part of
the National Governing Body Member - FICCI FLO. She is the Co-Chairperson of the IndoAmerican Chamber of Commerce (Infrastructure) and a Past Chairperson of the Institute of
Indian Interior Designers - DRC.

Ms. Lipika Sud
Founder- Lipika Sud Interiors
Pvt. Ltd., Delhi

“Good design is about understanding people and creating delight and pleasures for them to cherish.”

Awards

Recipient of several awards, she was honoured with the "FICCI FLO Outstanding Women Achievers Award", the
Udyog Ratan Award, Design Professional of the Year Award and Best Designer for Creative Excellence, Doctor B.R.
Ambedkar National Award, Women Achievers Award by Amity University and many more.
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Architect’s Profile
Lipika Sud is one of India’s leading Interior Designers. Lipika is the Founder Director of ‘Lipika
Sud Interiors Pvt. Ltd’ and has been practicing Interior Design for over two decades (since
1989).
Her unparalleled work earned her the prestigious title of Best Design Professional 2012.
Being the president of The Guild of Designers & Artists and an International Executive
Council Member of SAARC Chamber Women Entrepreneurship council, she is a woman of
great influence and a true inspiration to all. Furthermore, she is passionate about helping
humanity grow through the pearls of wisdom that she puts in her YouTube videos.

Clients

Projects
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Architect’s Profile
About
Janvi Mehta
Architect Janvi Mehta is the founder and principal architect at Design Storie. After having graduated
from Balwant Sheth School of Architecture - NMIMS, Mumbai in the year 2014 with a meritorious
rank in Bachelor's of Architecture degree and post attaining several years of work experience in
residential, retail, hospitality and commercial interior and architectural design projects pan India,
she established her own practice in the name of 'Design Storie’ in Mumbai.

At Design Storie, our mission is to produce outstanding design that gets our
clients noticed for all the right reasons. We know it’s the little things that
count, which is why we apply the same dedicated effort whether we’re doing
a home refurbishment or an entire architectural project.
We’re committed to making sure our clients fall in love with our work.
Whether you’re starting with a small idea or a fully-fleshed out concept,
Design Storie can bring your vision to life.

Professional Experience:









January 2019 - Current // Proprietor & Principal architect at ‘Design
Storie’ - Architecture and Interior design studio, Mumbai, India Designing
and executing residential interior and architectural projects pan India.
Ms. Jhanvi Mehta
October 2017 - April 2019 // Sr. Architect at Drink Water Design, Mumbai,
Founder
India Lead architect at Naturals Now project opened in 2019 on Juhu 13th
road, next to The Fable restaurant, Mumbai, India Working on interior and
Design Storie, Mumbai
architecture designing, rebranding and renovations of retail chains like
Naturals Ice-cream outlets pan India.
February 2017 - October 2017 //Freelance works of interior design of 4 residential projects in Mumbai
Preparing BOQ, R&D and market study of materials and rates, coordinating with contractors, procurement of materials, site
supervision and execution as per design.
November 2014 - August 2015 // Junior Architect at Planet 3 Studios, Mumbai. Worked on different scales of projects ranging
from designing product design, furniture design, interior design and architecture design pan India.
February 2014 - May 2014 // Intern at Callison LLC, Seattle, Washington, U.S.A. Worked on upcoming architectural projects
in India, U.A.E. and China Preparing working drawings, SketchUp models, Rhino models, case studies, architectural diagrams
for above mentioned project.

Education






Micro Masters verified online course certificate from Harvard University Graduate school of Design for GSD1X : The
Architectural Imagination.
Internship from Callison LLC, Seattle, Washington, U.S.A. Worked on architectural projects in India, U.A.E. and China
Bachelor of Architecture degree with a Meritorious rank certificate from the batch of 2009-14 from Balwant Sheth School of
Architecture, NMIMS, Vile Parle West, Mumbai.
Higher Secondary Certificate from Sathaye College of Science, Mumbai University, Vile Parle East, Mumbai.
Secondary School Certificate from Children’s Academy School, Kandivali East, Ashok Nagar, Mumbai
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Architect’s Profile
MEDIA & MAGAZINE FEATURES

Projects
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Architecture Firm’s Profile
About
Prashant Sutaria
Prashant Sutaria is a PSA and the founder of CELPT (Center of Living and Planning for
Tomorrow). He is a creative architect that enjoys experimenting with different architectural
vocabulary and believes in building long-term solutions. He is currently working on a number
of initiatives and researching ideas for a well-designed physical environment that might
benefit humanity. His firm has earned numerous national and international honours
throughout the years. He has spoken at conferences in India, Southeast Asia, the Middle East,
and Africa.

STATEMENT OF ART:
If Architecture is the body of a design, Art is the soul of it.
For me Architecture is a piece of Art made for people to occupy. It
definitely has a lot of technology and practicality to it. However, being an
Indian and considering the size of our population, I firmly believe that our
role today must focus on the needs of the common man rather than
favouring the elite clan’s limitless desire. It simply means targeting a large
volume and looking at maximising profits and hence this is not a socialist
view but simply makes more business sense as an architect and what the
world needs. Nevertheless, that’s also the need of the hour.
I am passionate about following my roots based around the wisdom of
traditional architecture and developing it into a modern design. Amidst
various creative challenges, finding contextual and sustainable solutions
considering the user’s complete experience is vital to me. I truly believe that
a well-designed building lasts longer than the designer himself.

Mr. Prashant Sutaria
Founder-CELPT, Mumbai

AWARDS:






2019, Honorable Mention in the Architectural Design - Residential Architecture category for Tridiva - a wabi sabi
himalayan home, The Architecture Masterprize
LOS ANGELES, USA
2015, AICA, Artist in Concrete Awards Asia Fest- 2014-15, Final Winner in the Category – ARCHITECTURE – Industrial
Big for Arihant World, MUMBAI / INDIA
2014, Awards for Real Estate, Category - Affordable Residential Architecture, Recognition of the Innovation &
Excellence, BERG, Business Excellence & Research Group, Singapore
2014, ACEF, (Excellence in Architecture) .Architectural Project- Commercial and Hospitality, Gokul One, 3rd Asian CEF
awards, MUMBAI / INDIA.



2014, ACEF, (Excellence in Architecture) Architectural Project- Residential, Gokul Bliss, 3rd Asian CEF
awards, MUMBAI / INDIA



2014, North India, Architect of the year- Residential for Madgul Habitat, REALTY PLUS, Excellence
Awards , NEW DELHI / INDIA



2014, Architect of the year- Commercial -Baner Business Bay REALTY PLUS, Excellence Awards. PUNE /
INDIA




2005, Architect for the commercial projects of the year, ACCOMMODATION TIMES, MUMBAI / INDIA
2014, Nominee, Architect of the year, MUMBAI / INDIA
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Architecture Firm’s Profile
CLIENTELE:








2017, Amazon India, Designed a Warehouse facility
2016, L & T Finance Limited, Designed their Headquarters
2009, Larsen and Toubro Limited, Designed a Hostel
2018, ITC Hotels and Resorts, Designed a Hotel within a Mixed-Use Development
2008, Sarovar Hotels and Resorts, Designed a Hotel
2020 (expected completion), Infinity Group, Designed a Mall
1997 - present, Ajmera Group, Completed a range of residential / commercial projects &
presently involved in a few more residential /social housing projects.

Recent Projects:
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Architecture Firm’s Profile
About
Nitin Kothari Jain
Everyone dreams of a space that one can profoundly claim to be they own. Space reflects
personality and speaks volumes about them. Designing a space requires a lot of love, passion,
and experience. While there’s no dearth of love and passion in an individual designing their
own space, experience is something that might or might not be present.
As such, it’s better to call in an experienced person of the field to bring they
vision to life. A designer shall embrace their vision, creating an elegant, yet
original design of the dreams to reality.
Nabh Design & Associates is one such design firm which embraces the same.
Founded in the year 2006 in Hyderabad, India. The distinguished Interior
Design practice firm has developed over 480+ projects nationally to its credit.
Every project has a unique opportunity to represent the client’s personality at
its very best.
The process of collaborating with the client to arrive at a unique and tailored
solution, elevates the project beyond any individual conception and is
considered the most enjoyable way to conceptualize any dream project.
Nabh Design & Associates offers services “Interior Design Consultation &
Turnkey Contracts”. It believes in creating spaces which are timeless,
transformative, trendy. Designing the space which reflects the personality of
the clients, is what keeps the design team moving ahead always. The company
Mr. Nitin Kothari Jain
takes great pride in going a step ahead in detailing the work at large. Materials
and Craftsmanship being pillars of any project sets standards for the quality of
Founder
work at - Nabh Design & Associates.

Leading the Way

Nabh Design & Associates, Hyderabad

Nabh Design & Associates is the brainchild vision of Nitin Kothari Jain - Founder and Principal Interior Designer is the inspiring
force behind the brand. With a smile on his face and an eye for quirky details, he is always passionate for work - design solutions.
His sparkling personality with an attitude of never stop learning have helped him to collaborate with some of the most prestigious
clients and scale new heights in the field.
Nitin’s personality and persistence got him through the tough time during the initial years, when connecting to prospective clients
and getting practical experience was a major challenge. He reminisces, “Everything takes time, nothing happens
overnight.” Gaining practical knowledge, meeting vendors, connecting to prospective clients, knowing the workflow of projects,
handling work contractors all these will take an investment of time. Being at the right place at the right time when the opportunity
knocks is what has built the platform for Nabh’s success.
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Tapping Technology to Stay Ahead
Apart from individual experiences and committed team members. Technological
advancements have made the whole process of design experience to the next level in the
world today. 3D presentation has evolved as a powerful tool in providing a realistic view
of any proposed project well in advance. Use of technology provides time management n
financial structure planning for any project. The newest technology being the VR
Technology.
Being in the field always motivates the team to learn more every day and implement them
back with more thoughtfulness. Adapting new techniques and working on it helps them
grow as a team. Being a member of IIID-Hyderabad Chapter, the firm keeps up with the
latest technical know-how of the various disciplines in the field.
Being in a competitive field also keeps the company on its toes. To keep it at an advantage the firm takes due diligence in the
financial aspect of any project as it is a major part. It maintains a cost analysis sheet for every aspect of the project.
Providing the best options available in the market for a product, is the material knowledge the team shares with its clients at every
stage of the project.

Being Social
Nabh Design & Associates firmly believe in the social structure for the society. The firm takes under its wings young design students
and guides them with practical knowledge of site visits, materials and other industry requirements during the Internship Program
it provides. We try to create the bridge between the student and the field at large. It creating opportunity for young for the future.
The firm also gives due importance to “Vaastu”, the ancient scientific methodology of building practiced in India. The scientific
value of making the living space as per Vaastu has proven Life Satisfaction in every aspect.
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Project Snippets
Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

SPR Highliving
SPR Group
Residential
2024
1.7
63
Chennai

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

ATS Golf
ATS Group
Residential
2022
1.35
300
Chandigarh

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Shushma Chandigarh
Shushma Buildtech
Residential
2022
1.1
9.13
Chandigarh

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Artique Uptown
Artique Infra
Residential
2023
1
5.84
Chandigarh

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Radiance Superma
BPTP Limited
Residential
2022
1.07
4.1
Chennai

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

ATS Pristine Wolf
ATS Infra Limited
Residential
2023
3.5
24.1
Noida

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Safal Riveria Springs
Safal Goval Reality
Residential
2026
2.04
3.18
Ahemdabad

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

The Decks & EWS
BPTP Limited
Residential
2022
38
7.18
Zirakpur

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Aditya Athena
Sri Aditya Homes
Residential
2025
1.7
6
Hyderabad

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Rise Sky Bunglows
Rise Project
Residential
2025
145
5.47
Zirakpur
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Project Snippets
Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Affinity Greens
Affinity Builders
Residential
2023
1.1
4.78
Zirakpur

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Godrej Properties
Residential
2023
1.34
15.59
Gurugram

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Marutham Neptune
Marutham Builders
Residentail
2022
1.1
1.88
Chennai

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Gilco Parkhills
Residential
2022
1.18
11.92
Mohali

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

PS Jiva
PS Group
Residential
2023
1.8
3.8
Kolkata

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Goel Ganga Legend
Goel ganga Group
Residential
2023
1.3
23.5
Pune

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Consicent Elevate
Conscient Elevate Builders
Residentail
2024
3.3
8.91
Gurugram

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Godrej Nurture
Godrej Properties
Residential
2025
8.1
6.51
Noida

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

KK Doshi Oro 67
KK Enterprises
Residential
2024
1.1
0.83
Mumbai

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Codename Unbelievable
Paradigm Reality
Residential
2024
2.3
4.5
Chembur
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Cover Story – Innovations in Office Design & Building Space Management
Innovations in Office Design & Building Space Management
Whereas today's workplaces are designed to accommodate rows of manual white collar workers and typists, who can operate
easily from anywhere with a Wi-Fi link, older workplaces were designed to accommodate rows of manual white collar workers
and typists, who were packed in tightly to maximise performance. Office design has evolved into a much more refined process,
with a growing emphasis on designing workplaces that are centred on the employee and foster not only productivity and quality,
but also innovation and wellbeing.
Let's go through the history of office design and see where it all began.

History of Office Space Design:
1) The very-first office design
There is some evidence that suggests about the first
offices originated in ancient Rome as spaces for official
work. Dedicated office buildings, on the other hand,
did not begin to exist until the 18th century. The first
office building, known as The Old Admiralty Office,
was constructed in 1726 in London as the British
Empire expanded and engaged in a growing degree of
trade with other parts of the empire and all over the
world. It included meeting rooms and the Admiralty
Board Room, which is still in use today, to manage the
vast amounts of paperwork produced by the Royal
Navy. The building of East India House on Leadenhall
Street in London, which served as the headquarters for
the East India Trading Company and its legions of staff,
followed quickly in 1729.

Frank Taylor and his concept of the
open plan office
2)

The first modern offices were noteworthy for their
scientific approach, that also advocated productivity
and the implementation of a structured,
compartmentalised office layout in which employees
sat at endless rows of desks with managers in
surrounding workplaces where they could monitor. The
concepts of ‘Taylorism,' a technique developed by
mechanical engineer Frank Taylor to maximise
industrial productivity, were adopted by these early,
open plan offices, which rose in popularity in the early
twentieth century. Taylor's strategy has earned a lot of
pushback for failing to acknowledge human and social
dynamics and focusing entirely on ensuring workers got
the most productivity out of their employees. At the
same time, massive skyscrapers built to house many
corporations and their workers started to appear in cities throughout the United States, as well as in parts of the United Kingdom.
The invention of electric lighting, air conditioning systems, and the telegraph system enabled this new architectural phenomenon,
which meant that offices no longer had to be located next to factories. However, it was the invention of the lift and the
development of steel frame construction that brought in a completely new way of working and, as a result, the growth of office
design as a discipline, ushering in a new age in the history of office design.
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3) The evolution of open plan working
The workplace developed into a spacious place
with a combination of private offices and open
plan workstations, complete with typewriters,
and often also containing a dedicated staff
kitchen or canteen, with the construction of
skyscrapers and other large commercial
buildings. The opening of The Johnson Wax
Company's open-plan office, designed by Frank
Lloyd Wright in 1939, exemplified this evolution.
The goal of this office was to maximise efficiency,
so it put over 200 salespeople on one floor, but it
also incorporated entirely new elements
including bright lighting, warm rooms, and cork
ceilings, which helped to absorb office noise. The
Great Depression and then World War II applied the brakes just as office design had begun to emerge as a real tangible topic, with
many larger corporations now aspiring towards offices that embodied their established company's culture, which was mostly
centred around strength and masculinity. Following this forced pause, a new strategy known as ‘Bürolandschaft’ was introduced.
4) Bürolandschaft – The New Wave of Change
The workplace began to change in the early
1960s with the introduction of a more socially
progressive layout, which promoted a high level
of human contact and participation. This office
design style was dubbed Burolandschaft, a
German term that translates to "office
landscape," and it quickly gained popularity in
northern Europe before spreading around the
world. Burolanschaft called for a more versatile
approach to office layouts that prioritised
addressing the needs of workers. As a result,
the office became a more open space, with desks and teams clustered together in a less scientific manner than Taylorism, and
organic boundaries created by plants rather than partitions.
As a result, the workplace became much more social, with cooperation between teams, which were now located next to each
other, occurring on a far more frequent basis. Workers from various administrative ranks started to sit and work together as a
result of this revolutionary paradigm, and Burolandschaft is often cited in relation to modern office design concepts.
5) The Action Office – A much more Flexible Approach
As Burolandschaft progressed, a new methodology that developed known as
the Action Office began to emerge. This model varied from Burolandschaft in
that it provided employees with a range of alternative work environments,
more freedom of movement, and more privacy when working. The influence
on office design was twofold with increased space required for rows of
modular furniture that provided staff with privacy and flexibility to work in a
position suitable for the task at hand. While meeting rooms received more
attention,
flexibility to work in a position suitable for the task at hand. While meeting
rooms received more attention,
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An individual's workstation became larger and more enclosed, which, while providing more space to work, resulted in less
interaction as staff became less visible to one another. Employees had their own high, three-sided vertical division that described
their individual room, which they had autonomy to personalise, as the Action Office model developed over time. This should ring
a bell because it is often credited with the emergence of the much-despised cubicle farm workplaces in the 1980s.
6) The Cubicle Farm
The availability of inexpensive but efficient modular walls, as well as a greater emphasis on profits over working conditions, are
seen as key factors in the complete change in office
design that occurred during the 1980s. At this point,
the history of office design devolved into a "stack
them high; sell them cheap" paradigm, and the
discipline entered what is now generally regarded as
one of the most depressing times since its inception.
Indeed, Douglas Ball, a designer for leading furniture
company Haworth who produced one of Action
Office's most famous designs, was initially ecstatic
but left the finished space depressed. At that time,
the harm had been done, and employees had been
stuck in giant fabric-wrapped walls for almost two decades. It took the introduction of technology in the workplace to compel
businesses to consider office design in a more comprehensive, human-centered way.
7) Current Office Design Scenario and Technology
Staff became more mobile as technology advanced, ushering in a golden age for office design in which modern, more flexible
forms of working, such as Agile and Activity Based Working (ABW), became increasingly common. As businesses started to
embrace these new ways of working, it became popular to see people working in cafes, coffee shops, and from home. As versatility
became the standard, office design started to adopt ‘hot desking,' in which
employees choose an available room to work from rather than being
assigned a specific desk. The rise of technology firms also ushered in new
office design norms, with cooler, hipper companies desiring funky, colourful
offices with a variety of spaces from which employees could choose to work,
heralding the birth of the modern break out space.
It was also important that technology could be accessed from anywhere in
the office, and that it worked seamlessly with furniture and other devices
like screens and digital whiteboards where possible. Leisure areas and
creative spaces with pinball machines, beanbags, table tennis tables, and
dart boards were also added to instil a sense of fun.

Innovations in Office Design & Building Space Management Today:
1. Embracing eco-friendly practices
Millennials and Gen Z are concerned about the atmosphere and want employers to follow certain eco-friendly practises. Greener,
more sustainable workplaces are influenced by energy efficiency, recycling, biophilic architecture, and environmentally friendly
office goods. Environmental stewardship can pervade all facets of facility management and be more than a token gesture.
Employees want concrete action, beginning with an emphasis on their working environment.

2. Elevating self-care
It's one thing to think for your workers' mental health; it's quite another to make it a workplace priority. Self-care is environment.
emphasised be more than a token gesture. Employees want concrete action, beginning with an emphasis on their working envir
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by quiet spaces, yoga studios, sleep areas, and counselling facilities. Employees who are made to feel comfortable, welcomed,
and cared for grow a fondness for their workplace as well as a relationship with their coworkers and boss. They perform better
work as a result of their improved mood. They stick around because they know they're valued.

3. Making health and wellness part of work.
Facilities management best practises have changed to include physical wellbeing and fitness as a result of self-care and mental
health. In-house fitness facilities, healthy kitchens, and break rooms are all common, as are standing desks, mobile environments,
and ergonomic furniture. The first step in reminding workers of the value of physical activity is to create an atmosphere that
promotes it.

4. Decentralizing the workplace.
Facility management is becoming more complicated though simplifying in several ways. Take, for example, decentralisation. Cloud
computing allows workers to operate from anywhere and at any time. Facility management has been digitised to handle this.
Facilities management is now on the same level as the changing workplace, thanks to cloud-based knowledge about various
workplaces and the people who work in them. It's no longer just about maintaining facilities; it's also about determining if you
really need them and, if so, how much they're worth to your company.

5. Path to digital space management
Integrated workplace management systems (IWMS) have become a requirement as a result of workplace optimization. IWMS
systems store and analyse previously siloed data to provide critical insights for shaping the workplace. Facilities managers will use
this data to make the most of every square foot and create spaces that encourage efficiency without losing employee engagement.
The growth of coworking and hot desking is a great example of this. People can now pick their own workspace without sacrificing
their availability to coworkers or disturbing workplace peace thanks to technical advances.
Furthermore, the IWMS makes use of aggregated data and patterns to assist in the preparation, execution, and review of new
desking opportunities.

6. Flexible seating
For companies, flexible seating is a win-win
situation. Employees can select the best
workplace for them, and managers can use a
framework to optimise facility space usage.
Everyone benefits from open seating, from fulltime staff and contractors and part-time and
remote workers.
Businesses don't spend money on empty rooms,
and workers are more efficient when they work in
different environments. Flexible seating is simple
to deploy and revise from a space planning
standpoint, with key metrics easily monitored
using IWMS software. An agile company runs
smoothly as patterns are reviewed and changes to
the flexible seating concept are made on a regular
basis.

7. Reserved conferencing
Say goodbye to massive meeting rooms that frequently sit unused. Businesses are trading in big conference tables and stuffy 10person rooms for more flexible, open-air environments. Modular and convertible spaces present new options for meetings. Semiopen configurations have already proven themselves to foster organic collaboration, which has come to make traditional offices
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8. Open-air offices
When confronted with a benching or open-office design, managers
can initially resist giving up their premium offices. They'll change their
minds until they see the advantages of being more open to
employees. Managers can hear what is going on around them
because they are not behind closed doors. Staff are naturally more
forthcoming, and being called into the boss's office to speak with the
door shut is less intimidating. In today's world, open-air offices have
a certain practicality. Executive suites and large corner offices are
difficult to justify in businesses that are required to assign space more
effectively. Despite being a long-standing tradition, private offices are
increasingly fading.

9. Quiet workstations
Staff profit from having access to closed-off space on occasion, regardless of the larger office space design. It helps them to
concentrate on time-consuming activities and personal calls. A quiet space allows you to decompress, recover your equilibrium,
and work without interruption. It requires forethought to build quiet spaces inside a larger workplace. These locations should be
far from the office's main hub. They should demand that access be given in some way—a key code, a reservation, or even a simple
"Occupied" sign. Render them distraction-free and, to some extent, customizable.

10. Inventive space design
Workers' desires for less conventional workspace architecture are being
addressed by emerging space planning patterns. The thought of spending 40
hours or more in a cubicle, staring at acoustic tiles, fluorescent lights, and
whitewashed walls is the last thing new employees want to think about.
Talented employees expect (and deserve) more, and they are inspired by a work
environment that encourages them to do so. Making cosmetic improvements to
a drab office has little to lose and a lot to gain. Consider room design that helps
workers feel at ease in their surroundings when you consider space planning
patterns.

1. Implementation of Co-Working Areas
The introduction of co-working areas, private workrooms, and other workplace functional areas that alleviate the current burden
of open space is a common space management trend. Rather than an open space management scheme, businesses prefer a cowork wing or workstation area with similar tasks or processes. This means that workers who perform similar tasks can interact or
communicate with one another without disrupting others. This space management layout strategy is effective for all business
teams, with an emphasis on streamlining daily operations and workflow management.

2. Natural Elements Are in Demand
In the United States, biophilic architecture is now the newest office design trend. More natural elements are preferred by
businesses in their office design. Natural elements such as sounds of running water, natural ventilation, wooden texture furniture,
or the use of a natural fibre texture are becoming increasingly popular. Nature-inspired office architecture is accomplished by
combining greenery with plants and natural colours such as sky hues. These small but brilliant office design trends will help you
create an atmosphere that is both environmentally sustainable and energetic.

3. Mobile apps – keeping your teams moving
You can help your teams work more effectively and spend more time on creating a healthy work environment by providing them
with a dedicated mobile app (because everyone now has a smartphone). Rather than filling out stacks of printed pages (which
must then be input into your systems), an FM app can capture all of the necessary information with just a few taps of the screen
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1. Building automation – more than just robots
The term "automation" conjures up images of robots in most people's minds.
And, when it comes to facilities management, the most common thought is of
cleaning robots. These are extremely useful (and a great innovation in and of
themselves), but limiting the concept of automation to these machines would
miss out on some significant efficiency gains. To fully realise the benefits of
automation, consider all of the devices in your building and how you can
connect and automate them using the Internet of Things. This not only saves
you money and time, but it also ensures that each workplace environment is
appropriate for its users – all while improving your sustainability.

2. AI – the intelligent way to manage facilities
When it comes to driving productivity – for them and your teams – knowing how people use the space and resources around them
is a great help. To get a good picture of how a facility is used in the past, you would have had to follow people around or instal
cameras everywhere. This is not a good way to waste your time and money for little gain. With the help of artificial intelligence
(AI) and machine learning, you can now easily unlock the secrets of your building. Using the connected devices that power facility
automation, you can gain access to data about your building that was previously unavailable. More importantly, you can instruct
AI to analyse data for patterns, providing you and your team with the information they need to work more efficiently, allocate
resources more effectively, and find new ways to save money or promote sustainability.

Office Design Trends coming in 2021 and in Future:
1. Acoustic Furniture
We have say of what we hear when
we're at home. We can listen to
music or work in silence, plug in
some earbuds, or turn up the
volume on the speakers. Sue works
from her flat, and chatty Chad
doesn't sit one desk over.
You'll have a personal workspace
and headspace with beautiful and
practical acoustic social distancing
furniture, along with a multipositioning writing tablet for a
quiet space. This beautiful piece of
furniture also contains an acoustic
privacy panel. Acoustic furniture is made from unique materials and sizes to minimise noise, maximise privacy, and enhance
attention and concentration.
2. Biophilia
For years, Strong Project has emphasised the importance of biophilia being human-centered. Plants in the workplace bring
extraordinary elegance and a sense of peace to a room that would otherwise be drab. Plants, natural light, and other ingredients
from Mother Nature's recipe book are more conducive to a productive and satisfied workforce in modern offices.
Nature has the advantage of not requiring a large office design upgrade in 2021, enabling an organisation on a tight budget to
implement plants one at a time as funds permit.
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3. Ergonomic Furniture
Humans enjoy living in close quarters. When considering office design trends for 2021, designers take into account the need for
ergonomic office furniture in the workplace. Invest in an ergonomic chair to make your workers happier and show them that you
care for them. According to studies, they are well worth the initial investment. Cindy Simmons, a physical therapist with Bon
Secours InMotion, said, "Our bodies were not made to remain in one place for long periods of time." “Static postures cause a
reduction in blood flow to the muscles that keep the body in place.”
4. Colorful Workstations
Companies will likely customise their spaces to make digital
communication easier between those working in the office and
those working from home, as remote working appears to be a
part of our lives for some time. When a colleague starts chatting
on Zoom or Teams, it can be very disruptive for office workers, so
setting up a dedicated videoconferencing room would solve this
problem. Furthermore, it will allow private conversations to take
place without fear of sensitive information being overheard.
Expect to see more technology that allows videoconferencing in
addition to the rooms themselves.
5. Videoconferencing Room
Companies will likely customise their spaces to make digital communication easier between those working in the workplace and
those working from home, as remote working seems to be a part of our lives for some time. When a colleague starts talking on
Zoom or Teams, it can be very distracting for office workers, so setting up a dedicated videoconferencing room would solve this
problem. Furthermore, it will allow private discussions to take place without fear of sensitive information being overheard. Expect
to see more videoconferencing equipment, such as displays, webcams, and speakers, in addition to the rooms themselves. If you
have furniture that has integrated electricity, it will be much easier to attach the systems.
6. Natural Light
Natural light raises Vitamin D levels, decreases stress, and enhances sleep,
all of which contribute to employee satisfaction. In addition to windows,
adding skylights and replacing sun-blocking walls with glass partitions will
help to bring in more natural light.
7. Resimercial Design
Employees can feel at ease in the workplace thanks to resimercial
architecture, which combines residential and commercial elements. When
Millennials and Gen Z — people who grew up with technology and are
used to working at any time and from anywhere — began to make up the
bulk of the workforce, the trend began to emerge. This pattern is being accelerated by Covid-19. Expect to see decorative touches
and comfortable furnishings associated with the home atmosphere in 2021, particularly in breakout spaces.
Resimerical features include:
 Mix of textures/silhouettes
 Natural light/ambient lighting
 Wool rugs, large curtained windows
 Classic house plants
 Comfortable seating
 Durable upholstery
 Natural fibre
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Special Coverage – Eco-Friendly Buildings around the Globe
Introduction
The climate is deteriorating due to our
massive energy use. Climate change and
global warming are social problems that
really should be discussed in our regular
lifestyle. That being said, with our
increasing population, we still require
more buildings for residential and
commercial use. Many unique and
environmentally friendly solutions are
being built, ranging from the use of more
renewable energy sources to changing
the way buildings use energy. In a
nutshell, sustainable design and
architecture focus on reducing a
building's ecological consequences.

These considerations are all factored
into the equation, from the materials
used during the construction process to

the energy
everything.

sufficient

to

operate

Importance of Eco-Friendly Buildings:
Environmental benefits in Eco-Friendly building:
 Enhance and preserve biodiversity and habitats
 Improve the efficiency of the air and water
 Preserve and restore the atmosphere and its natural resources
Economic benefits in Eco-Friendly building:
 Reduction in operating costs
 Improvement in occupant productivity
 Optimize life-cycle economic performance
Below, we present for some of the most fascinating and environmentally sustainable structures from all around the globe. They're
knocking down the barriers to sustainability while somehow establishing new milestones in design concept. These architectural
masterpieces, that also range from high rise buildings to educational institutions, thrill the audience while also still preserving the
ecosystem:

1. ACROS Fukuoka Foundation Building, Fukuoka, Japan
This green building, designed by Emilio Ambasz and Associates and
completed in 1995, is located in Fukuoka, Japan. It has 15 garden
terraces that rise to a height of about 197 feet. The Architect
mapped a nearly 100,000-square-meter park in the city centre
onto the building's 15 stepped terraces. Under the park's fifteen
one-story terraces is over one million square feet of multipurpose
space, including an exhibition hall, a museum, a 2000-seat
proscenium theatre, conference facilities, governmental and
private offices, as well as many underground levels of parking and
retail space. The building is steel-framed reinforced concrete, with
14 floors above ground and four floors below ground and a total floor space area of 97,252 m2. The terraces are not only beautiful,
but they also keep the building cool and provide a safe haven for insects and birds. A mountain-like systematised water drainage
architecture distinguishes the structure. By allowing water to flow down from the top of the house, watering the surrounding
plants along the way, this method allows for natural irrigation.
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2. Bahrain World Trade Center, Manama, Bahrain
Built in 2008 by the world-renowned architectural firm Atkins, The Bahrain World Trade
Center (BWTC) is a 50-floored, twin tower complex. It is the world's first skyscraper to
have wind turbines in its architecture.
Three sky bridges link the two buildings, each of which contains a 225 kW wind turbine.
These turbines provide up to 15% of the energy provided by the twin towers. Evaporative
cooling is supported by reflective ponds at the base of the buildings. The BWTC is setting
the benchmark for sustainable architecture with its award-winning state-of-the-art
design and reputation as Bahrain's first "intelligent building." It's also the first skyscraper
in the world to feature wind turbines. It is also the first skyscraper in the world to
incorporate wind turbines into its architecture, reducing the towers' total power
consumption. Other energy-saving initiatives include creative shading to mitigate solar
gains, deep gravel roofs with kinetic insulation, and energy-efficient lighting, all of which
reflect global leadership in the commitment to reduce demand for fossil fuel energy supplies.

3.

The Crystal, London, United Kingdom

The Crystal, an urban sustainable landmark that attracts thousands of
tourists per year because of its permanent exhibition about sustainable
development, is owned by the Greater London Authority and designed by
Siemens, one of the leading and top-most companies in the United
Kingdom. This structure is lit entirely by natural light, which is available
during the day. It also makes use of smart lighting technology, in which
electricity is produced primarily by photovoltaic solar panels, and the
building is lit by a combination of LED and fluorescent lights that are turned
on and off based on the amount of daylight available. Rainwater Harvesting
and Black Water Recycling is another intriguing aspect of The Crystal. The
roof of the building collects rainwater while sewage is stored, filtered water is cleaned, and drinking water is transformed. With
LEED Platinum and BREEAM Outstanding scores, the Crystal provides a glimpse of the future that is free of fossil fuels.

4. Bullitt Center, Seattle, USA
After its opening on Earth Day 2013, this six-story office building
designed by Mille Hull has made a major splash in American
sustainability circles. The Bullitt Center was designed with a 250-year
lifespan in mind. Denis Hayes, president of the Bullitt Foundation,
came up with the idea for the Bullitt Center.
This environmentally friendly structure was also designed to be carbon
and energy neutral. It has a living building certificate and obtains all of
its electricity from renewable sources on-site. The 575 solar panels
generate more electricity in a year than it absorbs. Photovoltaic panels
are also used to produce electricity at the Bullitt Center. This is the
world's greenest commercial structure.
The radiant heat system uses warm water pumped through tubes in the floor to keep tenants warm in the winter, and the
graywater treatment system returns clean water to the ground. It also has a composting toilet system.
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Deepak Mehta Architects
About the Company
Deepak Mehta Architects was established in 1985, our Principal Architect Mr . Deepak
Mehta after his graduation worked with Ar. Hafeez Contractor as an Associate Architect
& has grown steadily over 29 years based out in Mumbai.
Today, we have spread our wings in more than 12 cities of India & overseas at Dubai.
Our work focuses on creating unison between people & the built spaces with constant innovation & a
continuous process of design appraisal of our own work thus creating more civilized & successful built
environment with our architectural design in various sectors from villas , bungalows, residential buildings,
urban design, and townships to IT buildings, commercial development, retail & hospitality design. The firm is
the winner of several awards, including the coveted title of one of the ‘Top 10 Architects’ of India. Constant
acknowledgement and accolades being received from top publication & media keeps the spirit of our team at
its best.
We owe our success to our multidisciplinary team of experienced architects, planners for creating iconic
structures which have become architectural landmarks. Constant interaction & exchanging ideas with clients
help us live it to their expectation & delivering the best & most innovative design solutions in all terms from
best design product for the actual user to optimum commercial returns for our clients.

AWARDS & RECOGNITION




BEST ARCHITECT OF THE YEAR – Accommodation Times.
BEST COMMERCIAL BUILDING OF CHENNAI – Accommodation Times.
BEST COMMERCIAL BUILDING OF NAVI MUMBAI, CIDCO & I.I.E.

ACCOLADES FROM THE MEDIA:






MGS Architecture’s 11th Anniversary issue of April-2016 has published an article about Mr. Deepak Mehta’s
journey in the field of architecture till now and his views on the current trends in architecture.
Architect Deepak Mehta presenting his views in THE RECENTLY – CONCLUDED FENSTERBAU FRONTALE
INDIA EXHIBITION
The magazine, Construction & Architecture Update have also featured our firm in a Cover story on “INDIA’S
TOP ARCHITECTS” in which our firm has been ranked as one of the “Top Ten Architects” of India.
The firm has been feted by various prominent publications like Indian Exp ress, Times of India etc,
Indian Express
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Clients:

Organisational Experience



Coordinating with the Design Team from conceptualization of the desi gn throughout till execution for
various industrial, commercial, institutional & residential projects within cost & time parameters



Reviewing architectural working & engineering drawings, technical specifications, cost estimates for
change orders, reviewing & analysing contractor's change order proposals & submittals



Steering the creation of conceptual & schematic architectural designs including plans / layout plans their
elevations, etc. and interfacing with clients for approval of the same



Inspecting field sites to observe, evaluating site conditions & feasibility for construction, availability of
resources, facilities and collecting field survey data and measurements



Advising client on interior design factors such as space planning, layout and utilisa tion of furnishings /
equipment and colour coordination
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UrbanZen
Rohit Suraj, Founding Principal & Design Director
Instilling fascination, elevating the human spirit, and initiating conversation are the
cornerstones of Urban Zen’s design story. A passionate proponent of independent
thinking and creative change, Rohit Suraj, Urban Zen’s Founder and CEO, is a TedX
Speaker and has been awarded as one of the Top 50 Architects and Interior designers
of 2020. Apart from several national and international awards over the years, Rohit has
designed and executed a vast spectrum of projects of varying scales and profiles.
Starting from multi-million-dollar international mega ports to masterplan developments, mid-rise buildings, niche
villas, and boutiques, Rohit has lived true to his belief that no challenge is too big or too small, engaging in the design
process with equal enthusiasm. His level of attention and detail has been quickly noticed in the design fraternity and
Urban Zen has come to be known for dramatically different designs that deliver a strong message.

Achievements and Awards












Honored with Architectural & Interior Design Excellence Awards 2021 for Top & Most Innovative Architecture
landscape & Interior Designing firm 2021.
Honored with Estrade Award 2020 in Office Interior category for the project ‘Numi Office’.
Honored with Estrade Award 2020 in Interior Design- Private Residence category for the
project ‘Overlapping Volumes’.
Honored with Realty Plus Award for Luxury Interiors of the year in South zone for the
project ‘Overlapping Volumes’ in 2020.
Honored with Silver Silver Novum Design Award in Interior Design Category for the
project ‘Overlapping Volumes’ in 2020.
Construction World Architect and Builder (CWAB) Awards 2020- Top Interior Designer in the Regionals South
Category.
Award - World Architecture Awards 2020 (33rd Cycle) for Overlapping Volumes, Realised Award Interior
Design- Selected by Honorary Members and Winners in earlier cycles.
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As an office, Urban Zen has expertise over matters, whether physical or conceptual,
pertaining to the urban realm, built and natural heritage. We are active participants in
issues and works related to the urban realm, built and natural heritage in the city of
Hyderabad, and have successfully provided similar services to different places in India.
Our association with a range of government agencies for the consultancy services, roots
our approach to design and its management to the absolute reality. That enables us to
engage in an urban design & architectural practice, which is relevant to its environment
and is in effect a contribution towards making our places more sustainable.











Designer Story- Architecture + Design, October 2020Cover Project Feature –Architect & Interiors India for
Overlapping Volumes, May 2020
Project Feature -Living Etc. (House of the Month) for Overlapping Volume, May 2020
Interview Feature – Commercial Magazine, June 2020
Project Feature – Good Homes for House of Tropics, July 2020
Eminent Designer List - Acknowledged as Top 100 Designers by Idecorama Magazine, 2018
Sponsored - Enriching young mind at Hyderabad, 2018
Panelist - iGen Design Forum Mumbai, 20018
Jury member at Design Wall by ACE TECH, Delhi, 2018
Designer Story -Business World, Sep 2020
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STANCE SPACES
COMPANY OVERVIEW
STANCE SPACES is a practice focused on Architecture & Interior Design. We are a young
and spirited team trusted by our clients to create spaces which positively impact the
quality of the spaces we inhabit.
We treat each project exclusively, allowing us to extend our horizon and explore new
possibilities which help us deliver impactful and memorable spaces. Our passion and attention for details allows us
bring undivided focus to our projects. Our work portfolio spans across Residential Multi-dwellings, Commercial
spaces, Retail Studios and Interior solutions with varying requirements, scope and locations.
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As an office, STANCE SPACES has expertise over matters, whether physical or conceptual,
pertaining to the urban realm, built and natural heritage. We are active participants in
issues and works related to the urban realm, built and natural heritage in the city of
Hyderabad, and have successfully provided similar services to different places in India. Our
association with a range of government agencies for the consultancy services, roots our
approach to design and its management to the absolute reality. That enables us to engage
in an urban design & architectural practice, which is relevant to its environment and is in
effect a contribution towards making our places more sustainable.

Professional Services







Architectural
Mixed Use
Urban Design
Turnkey Projects
Interior Design

SAOOD SHARIFF-LEAD ARCHITECT
Saood holds his Master of Architecture degree from the Bartlett School of
Architecture at the University College of London, UK. Prior to this, Saood started his
career at Architecture Paradigm, an extensively detail oriented studio based in
Bangalore. Post the experience of a studio-based learning, he then had the
opportunity to design and execute several Residential and Commercial spaces where
he honed his skills on thoughtful design, effi- cient space planning and impactful
place making.
After graduating from UCL, he then worked at Gensler, an award-winning
multinational Architectural firm for several years tackling categories varying from High Rise Multi-dwell- ings,
Corporate Interiors and Hospitality for clients such as Lodha Developers, Wipro Enterprises, ITC Infotech Ltd. etc. He
founded STANCE SPACES, it is a practice focused on Architecture & Interior Design. They are a young and spirited
team trusted by our clients to create spaces which positively impact the quality of the places we occupy."
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About R D Design Atrium, New Delhi
RD Design Atrium is an architecture and urban planning firm based in Delhi-NCR with projects
spanning across India offering consultancy for Architecture, urban planning, urban design,
interiors, and landscape. The firm was established in 2009 and renamed as “RD Design Atrium”
in 2017. The firm was set up with the basic idea of raising the standards of architecture and
urban planning in India and to formulate innovative spatial solutions while simultaneously
minimising environmental impacts. We undertake projects ranging from different fields and
scales of design and planning such as residential, hospitality, industrial, institutional,
commercial, corporate, IT parks, townships etc. We also provide project management services.

Philosophy:




As part of our design philosophy we strongly believe that design is like a natural flow, one need to psychologically and
creatively immerse oneself into the realms of not only client but also the community for a masterpiece design. We
always strive to develop a unique dialogue and harmony of materials in all our projects to create adaptive and sensitive
architecture.
We are a team of professionals from reputed institutions such as IIT, S.P.A., KIT (Germany). We are of the belief that
enhancement of architecture education requires equal contribution from the profession, thus every year we provide
internship opportunities to young and talented under-graduate students.

Vision:
We are a team of motivated professionals who are keen to dedicate themselves intensely to complex and convoluted spatial
issues from a creative and academic point of view and evolving spatial solutions which will illustrate client’s values and
individuality. All our projects incorporate unique design initiatives meeting client’s needs with least impact over environment
and society.

Mission:
Deliver enhanced value and superior project experience. It's important for us to maintain honesty, ethical behaviour,
accountability and integrity. We are obligated to create an environment that helps to foster growth and development.
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Services Offered:
ARCHITECTURE

INTERIOR DESIGN

URBAN PLANNING

URBAN DESIGN

Core Team:
Founder- Dalvir Singh Dabas
Dalvir Dabas is the founder of RD Design Atrium. He is a seasoned professional with more than 30 years of experience in the
field of architecture. His perspective towards design is quite unique and always comes up with innovative design solutions. He
is a source of inspiration for all member of RD Design Atrium. His work ethics and passion towards work inspire one and all.
Partner- Rohit Dabas.
Rohit Dabas is a partner in RD Design Atrium. He is a young professional with more than 5 years of experience, involved in
design development of projects and is also a part of urban planning projects. He is an alumnus of I.I.T.-Roorkee and also
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology- Germany. He possesses rich international exposure, is well versed with the architectural and
cultural diversity across the globe and is a recipient of the prestigious student exchange scholarship known as DAAD: IIT
Masters Sandwich Scholarship and also a DAAD Young Ambassador. He is also associated as Mentor of Change with Niti Aayog
under the Atal Innovation Mission.
Partner- Rahul Gupta
Rahul Gupta is a partner in RD Design Atrium. Highly skilled and enthusiastic professional with more than 10 years of experience
in architecture and other allied services. He has handled various large-scale projects such as multistoried group housing,
commercial, institutional, hotels and many others.
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About Designicon Architect
Established in 2001, Designicon as a professionally managed company offering
comprehensive design consultancy services for Planning, Architecture and Interior
Design. Our rich and varied experience allows us to handle different types of projects - from large Infrastructure like Airports,
Heliports, Townships, Hospitals, Embassies, Mass Housings, Shopping malls with Multiplexes, IT/Office Buildings, co-working
spaces and Interior Design for Residence, Workplace, Retail and Hospitality. We operate from our office in Gurgaon, Haryana.
However, we provide our services all over India.
Our vision is to be the best in the business. To us that means continuously setting new benchmarks for customer satisfaction,
employee fulfillment and financial performance. To help realize our vision, we have structured our firm to be responsive flexible
and personalized in the services, we provide. We assure quality services and timely project completion.
To help realize our vision, we have structured our firm to be responsive, flexible and personalized in the services we provide. We
assure quality services and timely project completion. We seek to retain and recruit talented professionals dedicated to providing excellent communication and project performance to our customers.
We offer consultancy at any stage of the project and up to any specific level. This allows the clients to have complete flexibility
and wider operational choice. We value our new and long-term customers, some of whom have been with us since the inception
of our firm. Our vision, integrity, sincerity and endeavor to continually improve, help us maintain our previous clients and attract
new clients. We embrace the challenge to prove ourselves as a premier full service firm providing creative solutions to your
architectural, interior design and urban management problems.

Leadership
Sandeep Sharma
Graduated from The College of Architecture, Nasik in 1995. Sandeep has accumulated a varied experience by working on select
Planning & Research projects like Embassies, Hospitals, Hotels, Farmhouses, Residences and various Interior Design jobs.
Sandeep’s experience in designing and delivering both large & small scale projects enables him to bring efficient working
process, lateral thinking & exceptionally innovative designs. His ability to balance organization and creativity, flexibility and
focus has yielded exceptional results on some of the firm’s most challenging assignments.

Subhash Menon
Graduated from the Department of Architecture, Bengal Engineering College and thereafter came to New Delhi to seek a
career. He has gained varied experiences on various architectural, landscape and planning projects. He is responsible for the
continual dissemination of information, knowledge and skills throughout the firm, ensuring that every client benefits from the
strength of the entire practice. He is highly regarded for his abilities combined with his meticulous management of every phase
of a project and ensures that Designicon projects move ahead smoothly from conceptual design through the construction
phase to completion of the project ensuring quantitative & qualitative objectives are fully realized with strict adherence to the
project design, budget & scheduling.

Key Clients
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Few of the Projects by Designicon

Awards:
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About Studio K.I.A
At KIA, we create, inspire and achieve. We seek inspiration from the nature around us which offers
a varied palette of colors, shapes, forms and textures to innovatively create specific design
solutions for each project. Over the last 38 years of its existence, KIA has designed projects of all
types and magnitudes. It is spearheaded by Rajiv and Sabeena Khanna, graduates from the
prestigious college of architecture, Chandigarh, the world-famous city created by the renowned
master architect, Le Corbusier. Team KIA consists of independent project teams spearheaded by
experienced, responsible and sensitive professionals from the fields of architecture, design,
engineering, management & planning who collectively create projects that influence the
environment. The studios buzz with unbridled creativity where enthusiastic talent works to produce meaningful spaces.
Our greatest strength lies in our creative design potential, varied experiences of each team member, their unified talent strength
and their commitment to deliver quality. Whether it be designing the township of 1000 acres or a retail environment, an
amusement park facility or a family entertainment center, multi storied condominiums or a highway hotel, each project is
handled with utmost care and attention is given to the minutest detail. Time & quality is the essence at Studio KIA.
Our Profile:




Spearheaded by professionals from the field of architecture, engineering & planning.
The principals have a collective experience of over 140 years.
Project profile includes work with real estate funds & large developers, renowned hospitality chains, housing development
authorities as well as the government
 Delivery strength, adherence to timelines & professional competence converts into client confidence.
Our Experience:





Over three decades of designing meaningful architecture through professional existence.
Studio K.I.A is a business consultancy firm providing multi-disciplined technical services to the built environment.
Studio K.I.A. has a very versatile portfolio of projects.
Studio K.I.A. has lent design expertise to all disciplines and project types.

Our Expertise:
 Master Planning, Townships & Urban Design projects
 Institutional and I.T. projects
 Residential Developments
 Retail Environments, Amusement Attractions, Entertainment Centers
 Resorts & Hospitality sector
 Studio K.I.A. takes great pride in all projects done in India and globally
 Rendering services for multiple projects with clients.
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Key Projects:
Emaar MGF, Palm Drive, Gurgaon
The Palm Drive is situated only 15 mins. From the IGI Airport, in Gurgaon. It is located in a
serene sanctuary setting and enjoys wide open spaces & a fresh green environment. It is the
citys' most desired address with the Sky Terraces offering amazing 180 degree views of the
surroundings. Highly functional layouts comprise of Villas, Sky Terraces in Iconic Towers,
Premier Terraces in Joint Towers, Palm Studio, Palm Enclave and stackable Homes. To make
the community vibrant and exciting, quality of life has been ensured by the provision of club
lounge and café, games room, pool and other recreational activities.

SARE, Royal Greens, Gurgaon
42 acres of residential development is being developed in phases in sector 92 Gurgaon. High-rise and mid-rise apartments with
2 BHK, 3 BHK & 4 BHK are on offer. Large open greens and community spaces lend this project a unique charm.

SARE, Club, Gurgaon
Gurgaon’s finest Club is sited within sprawling 7-acres of landscaped greens with pools, amphitheatre, banquet lawns, tennis
courts, roller skating, jogging trail, sit out decks, etc.
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Latest Technologies in Architecture
In this technology age, numerous architecture technologies are developing and altering the way we design. While some of these inspired
technologies are fairly new, others are comparatively older but have witnessed marvelous development in modern times. These technologies
are guaranteed to change the aspect of architecture as we know it. So, instead of struggling with the foreseeable, why not embrace it and make
the most of it? Here are few inspired technologies that have a huge impact on architecture.

Generative Design
Generative Design impersonates how creatures function in nature. It is
constructed on algorithms that produce a quantity of design differences. You
input some restrictions and receive in return a result that can be modified into
a fully functioning architectural form. Generative design is capable of creating
fluid and lattice-like forms which mimic nature.

Additive Design
Not that dissimilar from generative design, additive design is typically known as 3D printing on
an manufacturing scale. In other words, it syndicates generative design with progressions in
chemical manufacturing.
Instead of designing building covers made up of distinct layers for heating, airing, pas sive solar
gain and other supplies, additive design presents another method. It accumulates these needs
within a single complex “skin” which holds qualities that mimic biological creatures. Though, the
procedure is clearly in need of modification, which Autodesk is working on.

Virtual Reality
VR is not just a game any longer. Nevertheless, it is nearly as simple as gaming. All you require is the headset and a software platform. As you
would imagine, the headset is obviously used as spectacles to look through it. An industry-standard headset, like the Oculus Rift, will transport
with all the accessories you need. As for the software platform, you can import existing 3-D models from Rhino, Revit, SketchUp into a virtual
reality–well-matched format. Afterwards, you get to look into your innovative world and walk through your own strategies. How overwhelming
is that?
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Augmented Reality
Virtual reality creates the atmosphere itself using its technology or headsets. On the other
hand, augmented reality practices the existing atmosphere and adds up new coatings to it.
This goes side by side with virtual reality. The source of the word augmented is “augment”,
which means to add something, and this is what makes it dissimilar from virtual reality.

Google Tilt Brush
Tilt Brush is a room scale 3D painting virtual reality application established and
developed by Google. This is one of the best fun-to-use technologies. In fact, it is more
of an creative and lively tool that allows you to research with painting from a new
outlook. It can be combined with VR systems, allowing for endless options. It lets your
creative vision flow with three-dimensional brush strokes, stars, light, and even fire.

Touchable Holograms
Here is one more tool that gives us the choice to leave the real world and
experience a new virtual reality. Fascinatingly, it is made of 3D virtual
objects which can be operated by human hand. Though it sounds like a
horror film, scientists are finding multiple uses for it. In fact, Dr. Yoichi
Ochiai of Tsukuba University have trust in this technology which could be
used for entertaining, medication, and architecture.
He says that the existing state of light technology doesn’t allow humans to
network and feel light as matter. But, the ‘touchable hologram’ has the
prospective to change that. So, how does it work? When a someone’s hand
comes into contact with the 3D image in the second box, the hologram
produces ultrasonic radiation force. Therefore, the operators feel like they
are actually touching the object in real, which gives it a more practical
sense.

Architecture Robots
This is not a novel technology, as robots have been cast-off for years in real estate
and architecture industry. However, robots have been developed to increase their
efficiency. Consequently, the robots become lighter, smarter, and able to multitask.
Additionally, they can learn with Artificial Intelligence (AI). As the robots become are
becoming smarter, they can go for a visit at the construction site itself and gradually
can do what humans once did. This would lead to huge changes in the industry. For
example, it will set new levels of construction speed for a building. Not to mention,
the price of the buildings will drop as human labour would significantly decrease.

3D Printing
3D printing technology is one of the most widespread and common
technologies of the decade. It is older than the other advanced technologies.
Several universities and architecture companies have already adopted to
this technology. You may even have one for personal use at home. However,
this is one of the most controversial technologies, as some consider it the
beginning of the third industrial revolution, while others only point out the
constraints of its technique. 3D printing counts as a form of preservative
manufacturing, as you can build an entity from the ground up, layer by layer,
through computer controlled equipment.
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Architectural Facts
Buried under rock lies the 'Oracle Chamber'
in Malta. The ancient temple dates back to
nearly 3,500 years ago and holds a unique
secret. Its structure resonates at 111 Hz, or
the 'holy frequency.' Scientists says, this
frequency is said to heal.

Hindu temples are built scientifically. The
place where an idol is placed in the temple
is called ‘Moolasthanam’. This
‘Moolasthanam’ is where earth’s magnetic
waves are found to be maximum, thus
benefiting the worshipper

Hoover Dam is 726 feet long and 600 feet
thick at its base. Enough rock was
excavated in its construction to build the
Great Wall of China.

There are musical pillars in Thirunelveli
Nellaiyappar Temple. You can hear the
swarangal come like a wave from these stone
pillars of temple
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Architectural Facts
The Empire State Building Generates More
Revenue from its Observation Decks than
from its 85 Floors of Office Space

The Pantheon has the largest unsupported
dome in the world and features a mysterious
hole at the top called an ‘oculus’.
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30 St Mary Axe, designed by Norman Foster is
aerodynamically designed so that wind actually
wraps around it, reducing its impact.

The Great Pyramid was the Tallest ManMade Construction in the World for Almost
4,000 Years, Until Lincoln Cathedral – With
its 160m Spire – was Built in AD 1311.
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Architectural Briefs
Windows disappearing into the floor - descending windows:
At the hint of a button, the whole window
front mysteriously sinks into the ground,
blending the inside with the outside. This is
the impact of the air-lux plunging window,
which acts as a glass front, yet a feature
throughout the entire year that mixes the
inside with the outside. To such an extent,
that the dropping window was granted the
German Design Award 2020 in the class
"Superb Product Design - Building and
Elements". Huge is great; greater is better and there are basically no restrictions to the

size of slipping windows. The size of a drop
front is just restricted by the greatest
conceivable glass sizes. The slipping window
remains on a steady support, which is
associated with a stabilizer. The stabilizer
guarantees that the sliding window is
impeccably adjusted and can be gone all over
quietly with the assistance of an electric
drive. The remarkable air-lux fixing idea with
by and large round inflatable ring seals
ensures 100 percent snugness

A historical and a future perspective on "green" in architecture:
The environment emergency has uncovered
the lack of common sense of our urban areas
and the spaces we occupy. Both development
and ventures add to high carbon gas
emanations. Luckily, there are multiple ways
of interceding to bring change into this
situation, either through materials and
strategies embraced in every drive or through
topographical and social effect. In this
situation, that's what the main conviction is:
to contemplate the future we can't disregard

the "green" in the entirety of its new
implications from nature to supportability,
and environment. There is no discussion in
expressing that what's in store is associated to
the subject of the climate. In 2001,
Architectural Design: Green Architecture, an
International Comparison previously brought
an outline of the topic, presenting green
engineering at a worldwide level. The
distribution was sprinkled with "Green
Questionnaires.

Drifts Always Come Back: Retro Esthetics with Modern Materials:
As fleeting as patterns might be, they
generally have an approach to returning. We
see it all the time in design, with dress pieces
we believed were a distant memory returning
style and reconquering the market. Inside
plan is no exemption. Albeit this century has
set the best on inconspicuous refinement and
effortlessness - with white surfaces, clean
lines and smooth gleam gets done -striking
retro upgrades are restoring in private and
business insides. Whether as dynamic hued
dividers,
floors
with
many-sided

mathematical examples or one of a kind
looking furniture pieces, there is by all
accounts a restored appreciation for plan
components motivated by patterns from
the final part of the 1900s, especially from
the 50s to the 80s. As fleeting as patterns
might be, they generally have an approach
to returning. We see it all the time in design,
with dress pieces we believed were a distant
memory returning style and reconquering
the market. Inside plan is no special case.

Windows as Minimalists: Illuminating the Intersection of Indoors and Outdoors.
Like a lovely artwork, windows grandstand
insides and casing scenes that interface
clients to the rest of the world, guiding our
eyes to the main thing. They enlighten homes
with sunrays, give regular ventilation,
channel light, protect from cold and intensity,
block water and guarantee security. As most
plan experts would concur, coating
additionally assumes a critical tasteful part;
its materials, style and aspects positively have
a massive effect in the presence of veneers
and spaces. Along these lines, as an
expressive piece of any structure, the
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selection of windows should not be trifled
with by property holders and modelers,
particularly considering the endless kinds
accessible in the development market.
Current plan patterns, nonetheless, point
towards an exceptionally clear bearing: tall,
extensive windows that focus on
perspectives, light and straightforwardness
are more in style than any other time. With
their perfect lines and moderate plan, these
accomplish a smooth, exquisite look.
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Architectural Briefs
Compositional Salvage: Cultural Hotspots utilizing Adaptive Reuse:
The beginning of the Anthropocene has
tossed the possibility of versatile reuse into
the spotlight: actually the apex of
metropolitan recovery and renewal. It
presents structures representative of that of
movement, perceptions of flying saucers and
molecules. It uses the presence of existing
structures with memorable and social worth
and reuses them to be practical. Basically a
type of structural rescue; a supportable and
suitable method for modifying. Late

occasions, for example, the pandemic has
featured disparities in our cityscape, the
deficient sections in a condition of neglect
and decay. Versatile reuse can recharge these
regions and make new social areas of
interest, empowering action and establishing
lively and sound blended use conditions. It
presents structures representative of that of
movement, perceptions of flying saucers and
molecules.

An Idea for Leisure and Rest Environments in the Office - Decompression Area:
Indeed, even before we became acclimated
to remote work, a few workplaces were at
that point worried about the prosperity of
their groups and how to draw in new ability
to work in their actual spaces. In this specific
circumstance, the decompression rooms had
proactively become essential pieces of the
building system to show that the organization
is worried about empowering individuals to
live respectively, freeing regular strain and

bringing minutes from delight during the
business day. Presently, when many have
gotten back to the workplaces, conditions like
this have become progressively fundamental
to guarantee the prosperity of the worker, as
well as work on their exhibition. They give an
energetic climate and encounters that take
the group's psyche to somewhere else,
lodging a space for games, sports practice or
a calmer space for contemplative minutes .

Architectural and interior design in the Space Age Aesthetic:
The beginning of atomic power, sensational
advances in rocketry, and the longing to be
quick to place men into space and on the
moon, launched a time known as the 'Space
Age'. Upon the conclusion of WW2, both the
Soviets and the Allies wound up in a condition
of threat, as the two of them started to battle
to make progressions in space investigation
before the other, a race for space. The time
would give way to fast headways in
innovation and enormous achievements
incorporating the moon arrival in 1969. The

Space Age tasteful totally had an impact on
the manner in which creators envisioned the
new world and had a sensational effect on
design and insides. Another vision of futurism
and flourishing. Well known in the plan of
corner stores, inns and cafés, the style is
portrayed by its weighty utilization of glass,
steel, neon, up-cleared rooftops and
mathematical shapes. It presents structures
representative of that of movement,
perceptions of flying saucers and molecules.

Indoor Parks: Today's New and Secure Playground:
A long way past essential preparation,
perusing is a recreation action that is
important for present day culture. Whether
outside, in squares and stops, at home or
even working, this propensity, which works
on thinking capacity and psychological
wellness, as of now had enormous spaces
devoted to books in royal residences and
houses. We chose 15 undertakings that show
the various approaches to coordinating
perusing at various scales and structural
projects. The web and advanced media have
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changed our relationship with actual books
and furthermore with perusing spaces
overall. On the off chance that in the past
books involved enormous and sumptuous
libraries, these days it is feasible to
incorporate perusing spaces at various scales
and projects, guaranteeing that this
propensity keeps on existing in a more
available manner. Free structures in open
and public spaces, libraries in institutional
and business spaces and homegrown
perusing spaces.
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